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About
two years
ago a colleague at
1S1’ asked me if I knew anything about
electroconyulsive
therapy (ECT; also
called “shock therapy”). 1 (old him my
mot her had undergone
ECT for socalled pm+menopausal
depression.
I
also told him i[ did not seem eilher to
help or harm her physically. Who could
say if i~ did any irreparable
mental
damage? If it did, it was no[hing compared to the tardiw
dyskinesia
she
de~eloped from continuous use of phenothiazinm.
My co-worker was concerned about
ECT because his 79-year-old father had
fallen into a deep depression.
The
psychiatrist recommended
ECT to bring
him out of it. The suggestion horrified
my colleague and his family. They, like
so many others, felt the treatment was
barbaric. The accounts of ECT in the
mass media had left [his family feeling
repulsed by the idea. The family feared
[heir father would be “shocked” into a
\egetable state if he sur}ived ECT at all.
Since the family would not agree to
ECT, the psychiatrist began to treat [he
father with drugs. The patient didn’t
respond well to the treatment.
He suffered terrible
side effecvs, including
palsy-like symptoms, rashes, and insomnia. Finally. the man stopped eating.
The doctor warned he would die if
something new was not tried. Eighteen
months after the initial refusal, and with
s[rorrg feelings of guilt, the family cmrsented to ECT.
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The results were amazing, From the
very firsl treatment
the man began to
improve. He received ECT for about a
month. The doctor started wi[h one
daily treatment
the first week. He
tapered off to one m two treatments in
the last week. The man experienced
slight memory
problems
during the
month of treatment. He still remembers
nothing of the time when he recei~ed
drugs. But his family feels that he has
fully recovered his men[al health.
My co-worker’s search of the .!ici[~t~co
Ci(a(io?l tnde.t-’ for literature
(m ECT
helped the family decide to give consent. If he had looked earlier a{ the
many papers l-4 on this sensitiw topic,
his anxieties might have been eased.
The scientific literature paints a picture
of ECT quite different from the public’s
image.
Naturally, the family now regrets that
i[ was at first so adamant in its refusal [o
try ECT, Presumably.
it could have
saved everyone concerned considerable
hardship. Bu( our emotions and prejudices often get in the way of rati~mal
decisions. That is why so many physicians d~>not treat their relatives.
ECT has been controversial
am{>ng
both specialists and the public since it
was introduced in 1938 by Italian psychiatrist
IJgo Cerletti.
Like many
psychiatrists
at the time, Cerletti believed (hat schizophrenia
and epilepsy
did not occur together. (This idea has
since been disprove d.i) Dt)ct~ws rea-
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soned tha! by inducing the grand mal
convulsions of epilepsy, schizophrenia
could be cured. Several chemicals, including insulin, had been used for that
purpose, but the results were unsatisfactory, ~ Cerletti was the first to use electric shocks to induce convulsions.
He
reported
he cured his first patient, a
schizophrenic. h
As a consequence,
ECT became a
popular form of treatment
in Europe
and North America. In the 1940s and
50s it was used on a large scale. Unfortunately, it was overused on some patients. It was also used to treat disorders
for which ECT is today thought to be
useless, such as alcoholism, drug addicand minor
tion, sexual dysfunction,
depression. People who were merely eccentric reportedly received unwarranted treatments.
Other reports indicate
that ECT was used to punish or sedate
troublesome
patients. The best-known
description of abuses like these appears
in Ken Kesey’s novel, One Flew Over
[he Cuckoo k Nest. 7 In 1974 it became
an Oscar-winning movie.
A few reports of ECT abuse have
been documented
in scientific
journals,sg though most of them appear in
popular Literature.l@lz However, many
proponents
of ECT concede that the
treatment
has been abused. ~i314 Indeed, there is still some fear of abuse.
Most such fears revolve around the issue of informed consent. 1~-1~ Federal
law requires that patients be told about
risks, benefits, and alternatives associat ed with a treatment, and that the treatment not be given unless the patient
consents. When patients are incapable
of understanding or deciding, doctors in
some states are required to get permission from a close relative.
In other
states a court order is needed. Some
critics charge that these procedures
aren’t always followed. Others say doctors often apply Catch-22 and label pa-

tients incompetent
simply because they
refuse treatment. 18
Other fears of abuse concern
the
modifications to ECT that have been in
common use since the early 19M)s. Today patients are given muscle relaxants
to minimize the effects of the convulsion. They are also given general anesthesia so they feel no pain during ECT. ~
Some opponentslq
and proponentsl~
fear that in some institutions
today.
ECT is not administered
with these
proper modifications.
Abuse of ECT is a serious concern,
correctly condemned by all responsible
psychiatrists.
But abuse of a treatment
does not necessarily indict the treatment itself. And there is, fortunately,
ample evidence that ECT is not a dangerous treatment administered solely by
sadistic or incompetent
psychiatrists.
The American
Psychiatric
Association (APA)
recently
published
the
report of a task force on ECT.~l) (The
report is available for $7. SO from the
APA’s Publication
Services Division,
1700 lfhh Street, NW, Washington. DC
20009. ) The committee, chaired by Fred
H. Frankel of Beth Israel Hospital in
Boston, reviewed the scientific literature on ECT. It concluded that ECT is
effective in treating cases of severe
depression where patients are likely to
attempt suicide. ECT was also deemed
effective when severely depressed patients are not eating and thus endangering their lives, or when patients pose a
physical threat to themselves or others.
The APA report also says ECT works in
cases of severe catatonia
and severe
mania. The report concludes
ECT is
probably effective for depression
when
patients
are not responding
to antidepressants,
and for psychoses. In all
these cases, the APA group says ECT is
appropriate
when drug therapy is ineffective, cw when it involves unacceptable risks to the patient’s health.
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The task force also polled a random
sample of about 4,000 of the APA’s
25,(MK)members. AbtJu( 3,0fK) resp~mcfecf. Eighty-six percent of Ihe resptJnden(s believed
ECT I() be an appropriate treatment
for maj(w depression. Only 7% said itn(idepressanls
and
pherrothitv,irses have made ECT obst)lete. Only 2% said they were C,mlplelely
opposed to ECT.
The APA reptwt does not estimate
h{~w many patients
ac[ually
receiie
ECT. A 1969 surrey of public and
university
h{wpitats found (hat 91 “A
used ECT. An es[irnatecf 10,000” [rea[ments are given each day in the l.JS.~1
Other estimates ha~c S(X),(M) people
worldwide
recei~ing
it rach year.1~
Es[imates of [he death rate from ECT
\ztry fr(~m ().()4°1, I() ().()8% .~~ The safe[y
of ECT—whdn
administered
properly—is largely attributed
(() the skillful
use of muscle relaxants and an.ei[hetics,
H{~we\er, the medical lileratare is not
completely p(nitile ab(JuI F.CT. Clearly.
it is n(>t a treatment for all types of nlen tal illness. The APA report says i[ may
be effec{i~e for s(mre forms (If schi~(Jphrenia, but that m(me research is neecf mf. Fifty-nine percent of resp(mdents to
the poll said ECT was nf~( appropriate
for schizophrenia;
25% said i( was, The
resl were undecided. zo
The Ii[era(ure also notes s(}me side effects of ECT. Foremost am(mg these is
memory loss. This lasts from a day (o
several mon[hs. S(mle critics of ECT
charge i[ causes perrnanen[
rnem(wy
loss, but (his has ne}er been pro\ ed. l-~
Some sfudies hale shown (hat when
ECT is administered
to the “nt)nchmlinant” half of the brain rather [ban
k) the entire brain, memtmy I(XS is
diminished.
The APA report enc(Jurages the use of “unilateral” ECI”. Lef[handecf patients should receive it on the
left side of the head, and \ice versa for
righ[-handed
pa[ien[s. H[~wever, scmle
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reports claim (hat unilateral ECT is not
as effec{i}e as bilateral ECT in conlbating depression .Z(] C~m~plicating [he
issue is [he fact that depression ilself inl pairs mem(my,~]
Other [ernporary side effects (,f EC’1’
are headache.
nausea. con(usic)n, anti
diviness, The author of a recent edit(Jrial in the Jcjurnul CJI !h(, A m(,ricatl
Medical A,r.sociati~jt~ asser[s [hat [hew
effecls are far less serious than [he {JuIc(nne of untreated cfepression. I ~
Anl)[her source of disagreement
~m
ECT is whether it is more effec[i\e (ban
antidepressant
drugs. Britain’s Royal
College of Psychiatrists,
in a reiiew of
studies ct)mparirrg ECT [[) an[idepressanls, c(mcludes that EC’I’ is more rffectile than [he most polenl anlidepressants. z4 It is also less expensi$e.
Houever. some supp(lr[ers of ECT c(mlend [hat doctors prescritw drugs rather
than EICT becaust [hey are less c(~ntroI ersial. l{ Psycbiatris[s are also diiided
on (he issue of whether F.Cl’ or drugs
should he tried first [() [real dtpressit~n,
Some hale such corrficfenct in EC”l’ IhaI
rec~mlnlend it be tried first. Other+
Ihey
c(msider it a (reatmen[ of 1:1s[ rev)r[.
The Royal College says [here may be
cases in which ECT will wtwk and drugs
will II(}[.
1.lnf{)rt~]ll:ltely, EC’[’ St]:lre$ ~,ne dr:twback with chemical
trea[men(s
f(w
depressi(m.
While ECT will effecl a
c[)mpltite cure in up It) ‘() [() X()”;) t)f
cases. it cfiws not necessarily pretenl a
relapse inlo depressit)n.
Exact figurei
tm (be relapse rate are unal ai]able, twcause kmg-[errn follow-up s[udies hafe
nt}t been cftlrle.~~
Yet an{)[ber disagreement
ctmcerni
why F,C’1”seems [c) work, Since (here’s
ni) consensus on what causes depression, it’s IIcJ[surprising (bal EC’1”’sm[lde
of action is unknown. One n(m-tmganic
thetwy suggmted tha( depressed pa{ien(s
see wr aSa fcwm t~f punishment that

satisfies feelings of guilt .z~ The fact that
ECT is now a painless procedure casts
~doubt upon this notion. Most recent inI qumes
into the workings of ECT con!tern themselves with the effects of the
treatment on brain chemistry.~~-z~
Since many uncertainties
surround
ECT it is no wonder that the idea of
using it to treat elderly patients may be
abhorrent to many. But Frankel tells us
that ECT is probably used more frequently on elderly patients
than on
younger ones. One reason is ~hat depression occurs more frequently among
the elderly. Also, older patients generally do not tolerate drug treatments
as
well as younger ones.zg
Only relatively few reports in the
psychiatric
literature
deal specifically
with ECT and the elderly.~-og All these
indicate
that ECT is effective
for
treating depressed older patients. They
concur with the APA’s and the Royal
College of Psychiatrists’
conclusions
that old age alone does not rule out
ECT
Beyond
psychiatrists
that,
disagree on exactly what the contraindications are. But the APA report concludes that ECT can be administered to
patients with certain heart problems,
which, of course, plague many of the
elderly. Frankel adds that large doses of
antidepressants
can be more harmful to
patients with heart problems than properly administered
ECT. The APA emphasizes that proper precautions,
including a thorough knowledge of the
patient’s medical history, are required.
Certainly
there
are
still
many
unknown factors about ECT. We can
agree wholeheartedly with the APA that
more research should be done to find

out why ECT works and to chart harmful side effects. Many of the studies performed to date do not adhere to rigorous scientific procedures.
Part of the
reason for this, researchers
agree, is
that the nature of ECT makes it difficult
to perform and evaluate double-blind
studies. Yet the effort needs to be
made. Unfortunately,
the APA notes,
from 1968 to 1973 only 17. of the National Institute of Mental Health’s somatic therapy
research
grants were
devoted to convulsive therapy, Of $9
million granted for somatic research
from 1972-1973, less than $5,(MXI was
spent on ECT studies. ~(JNo doubt this
lack of support reflects the widespread
assumption
that ECT is an outmoded
form of treatment.
Ironically,
further
investigation into ECTS action on brain
chemistry may lead to a better form of
treatment.
The medical literature does not allay
all doubts about ECT. Yet the picture of
ECT painted in the medical literature is
very far from that presented in the mass
media. Obviously, it is time that responsible medical journalists
bring more
realistic information to the public. The
report of the APA’s task force on ECT
may have already had some effect. A recent article in the New York Times
the successful use
Magazine described
of ECT for treating depression in the
elderly.~
It also focused on the information in the APA report. I hope that
this essay will prove helpful to readers
with families who face a crisis similar to
the one which my co-worker
underwent. Those needing more detailed
information
should consult the APA
report.
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